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Public Service Contact Details 

Emergency Police, Fire or Ambulance     999 

Community Support Officer PCSO Julie Hajredini 101 ext. 7113441 
 

The Surgery, Bottisham 

Mon-Fri: 08:30 am to 6.00 pm 

Enquiries/Appointments :  810030 

 

Fulbourn Health Centre 

Mon-Fri: 08:30 am to 6.00 pm 

Enquiries/Appointments :  880216 

Out-of-hours / Urgent Care 

Cambridgeshire 
NHS Direct                        111 

  
 

Anglican Church Rev Alice Goodman 880337 

Lay Minister: Steve Mashford, 882163 

Baptist Church  

www.re-new.me.uk  

info@re-new.me.uk 

Peter Wells, 812388, 

pandawells@cheerful.com   

Rev Keith Morrison, 813055 

Rev Alan Brand, 812558 

Great Wilbraham Parish Council 

Chairman Stephen Bartlett  881096       

chairGW@wilbrahams.co.uk 

Clerk Natalie Mulvey   07887813702 

clerkGW@wilbrahams.co.uk 

Little Wilbraham & Six Mile Bottom Parish Council 

Chairman Dave Humphrey 07775 764 988 

chairLW@wilbrahams.co.uk 

Clerk Hayley Livermore 07725080631 

clerkLW@wilbrahams.co.uk 
 

County Councillor John Williams 01223 880940 

john.williams@cambridgeshire.gov.uk 

District Councillors Claire Daunton 07905473395 

Cllr.Daunton@scambs.gov.uk 

Graham Cone 07595361285 

grahamcone@aol.com 

John Williams 01223 880940 

john.williams@cambridgeshire.gov.uk 

MP Lucy Frazer lucy.frazer.mp@parliament.uk 

Front cover photos by Paul Lewis 

Montage on the back cover by Chris Fell 

Other photos by Chris Fell, Martin Gienke & contributors 

http://www.re-new.me.uk/
mailto:info@re-new.me.uk
mailto:pandawells@cheerful.com
mailto:chairGW@wilbrahams.co.uk
mailto:Cllr.Daunton@scambs.gov.uk
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Editorial 

We’re pleased to be back in print with this issue.  We were reluctant to take the 

decision not to have a hard print Summer issue during lockdown, but in hindsight 

we believe that it was the correct and safe decision.   A big thankyou to many 

readers who expressed support to us.  Many copies were printed by volunteers for 

people who did not have the facility to print at home and we wish to express our 

thanks to them.   With the different format, it did give us the opportunity to try 

slightly different features, which we may bring into future issues. 

Currently, the lockdown restrictions mean that meetings for groups and clubs are 

not feasible other than by Zoom or equivalent.    Consequently, there are very few 

diary dates and the usual diary pages would have looked empty.   We have 

included a notice board feature, which we trust that people will find helpful. 

There are top issues of the villages including cycle paths, speed awareness, food 

for the future, global warming, return of the buses and Water Treatment Plant 

planning are covered.   The changed format of the Produce Show was enjoyed by 

residents who toured around the villages to inspect the table top displays by 

individual exhibitors.   Greta captures the spirit of the event in her poem.  

Congratulations to the PTFA for their Piece of Cake virtual marathon which has 

proved a successful fund raising event as the usual 10K run was not possible. 

There is news of the easing of lockdown with some community activities 

resuming.   Innovation is all part of this with new forms to the village show, 

Farmers’ Market and zoom choir.   Even within the remaining lockdown 

restrictions, villagers were excited and very pleased to get together, to see and 

chat to each other at these events, Social Club evenings and cricket matches, all 

observing social distancing.   It cheered everyone up no end.   How much we have 

missed these contacts! 

The date of 13th August will be remembered for the very heavy rain resulting in 

many flooded roads, particularly for Great Wilbraham.   There is a short report 

with photos in the centre pages. 

We continue to be grateful for the wonderful spirit from Great Wilbraham, Little 

Wilbraham and Six Mile Bottom, to help one other and to resume some form of 

normality.    In this issue there is help to keep us positive with mindfulness from 

Juliette Baysham, the poem by Karen Redman and the wonderful untold story of 

Dru Goryn. 

Hope you enjoy this issue and please let us have your comments and ideas. 

The Editors 
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Doorstep Challenge 2020 

On July the 18th it was Wilbrahams’ Flower Show Day, 

Flower show with a difference I must say 

People who were exhibiting their produce had to have it at their gate, 

It was only on show from ten until one, so didn’t want to be late. 

In glorious sunshine we strolled around. 

Not only did we see great produce but many beautiful gardens to be found 

We saw some lovely flower arrangement with colours of every hue. 

There were scarecrows peeping over fences, one waiting for a bus, 

(I told him there’s only a few) 

So thankyou Rosie and her helpers who made it possible this year, 

Fingers crossed things will be back to normal next year. 

Greta Rees 

 

Letters 
Dear Editors 

Earlier in lockdown Emma Adams & Daniel Spindel’s son, Jonah Spindel 

recorded three pieces of cello music in St Nicholas Church in Great Wilbraham.   

These along with Jonah’s story was published on the Wilbrahams’ website as part 

of the Wilbrahams’ Covid-19 series. 

Jonah has headed back off to London after a long sojourn in Gt Wilbraham. 

Thanks to the access which Rev Alice Goodman gave him, he managed to record 

and film more music whilst his girlfriend Isobel Doncaster was staying in Great 

Wilbraham.   The YouTube link to the piece is: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZW-0IzbUtw 

Izzy is from Letchworth and was at Hills Rd Sixth Form and Aldeburgh Young 

Musicians with Jonah.   She has just completed the second year at Guildhall 

School of Music.   They are both facing a slightly uncertain year ahead at music 

college. 

We hope you enjoy it and the sense of place in our Church. 

John Beadsmoore 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZW-0IzbUtw
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Dear Editors 

Just need to point out that people are 'still' letting their dogs foul in Little 

Wilbraham village. 

Dogs are fouling the grasses outside our homes, along footpaths and all along Fen 

Road and Mill Road.   I see these poor excuses of dog owners walk past every day 

taking their dogs down the roads and back again and they never use the 'dog poo 

bin'??? 

YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE – 

- IF YOUR DOG POOPS THEN -  SCOOP IT – 

Mandy 

Dear Editors 

 May I please use the Warbler to say a huge thank you to all the people in the 

Wilbrahams (and some from further afield) who have helped me support the 

animals at Shepreth Wildlife Park and rescued seals at Natureland Seal Sanctuary 

(Skegness) by giving me donations for jam, marmalade and chutney I've made 

over the past few months. 

 What started as a one-off project to make myself feel better, back when lockdown 

started (I had some rhubarb from Lorna Carr in April, and thought "I'll make some 

jam to offer around the villages and Shepreth are having a hard time without any 

visitors, so I'll help them a bit too") has grown out of all proportion, and countless 

jars later, I'm delighted to say I have now sent well over £500 to the animal 

charities above. 

Many thanks for the donations you gave in return for preserves, made at the 

Doorstep Show in July and the August Farmers' Market (and for orders filled in 

between)   So many people have been really generous.   Also I'd like to say a big 

thank you to everyone who has given or offered me fruit to turn into jam (my 

garden/car port often look like Tesco's fruit section), or left me jars and ramekins 

to fill when I (nearly) ran out.   Sometimes things just appear in my car port, and I 

don't even know who they are from! 

It has been a superb year for fruit and veg of all kinds, I hate to see anything go to 

waste, and I am busy preserving for the next Farmers' Market on 12th 

September.   After that I plan to scale back a bit (although I can produce 

marmalade any time) once the summer glut lessens!   I've got to know a lot of 

lovely people in the village much better in doing this, so it has been a real pleasure 

(and I do enjoy making jam too!).   Maybe time to go back to all the things I've 

been neglecting though! 

 Thanks again, Judy Whybrow 
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NOTICE BOARD 

BIN COLLECTIONS 

Black bins 

Monday 7 September 

Monday 21 September 

Monday 5 October 

Monday 19 October 

Monday 2 November 

Monday 16 November 

Monday 30 November 

Blue and green bins 

Tuesday 1st September 

Monday 14 September 

Monday 28 September 

Monday 12 October 

Monday 26 October 

Monday 9 November * 

Monday 23 November * 

*green bins may be 

collected only at every 

other dates in November, 

details not yet available. 

DATES FOR AUTUMN 

12 September  Farmers’ Market 

25 October BST ends 

26/30 October Half Term 

31 October Halloween 

5 November Bonfire Night 

11 November Remembrance Day 

30 November St Andrew’s Day 

 

 

LW&SMB Parish Council 

The next meeting will be held on Thursday 3rd 

September via Zoom 

See full report on page 11 

Bus Services 

Significant changes to 

the bus service into 

Cambridge.    See the 

article on page 23 and 

the revised timetable on 

page 62 

 

Photographic Group 

22nd September, evening 

meeting via Zoom. 

Details on page 19 

 

Bottisham Carpet Bowls 

Wednesday and Thursday evenings at 7.15pm. 

Details on page 23 

Food for our Future 

launch 24th October.  Details on page 55 

The Wilbrahams’ 

Social Club 

Serving outside 

Thursdays, Fridays & 

Saturdays, 

weather permitting 

 

 

Gardening Club 

Next meeting 

16th November. 

Details on page 10 

 

The Wilbrahams’ Memorial Hall 

Open, September onwards, but only for those 

activities compliant with Covid restrictions. 

For details see Page 16 

GW Parish Council 

The next meeting will be held on Thursday 17th 

September at 7.30pm via Zoom. 

See full report on page 9 

Deadline for comments for  North East 

Cambridge Action Plan   Anglian Water’s 

Water Treatment Plant (WTP) September 14th. 
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Parish Council News Great Wilbraham Parish 
 

Parish Council Meetings via video conferencing 

As reported in the last edition of the Warbler, since April Great Wilbraham Parish 

Council have been holding their meetings via Zoom and will continue to use this 

facility until the restrictions are lifted enough to allow meetings to take place in 

the Memorial Hall again.   If you would like to join a virtual meeting, the ID and 

password can be found on the meeting agenda.   To help with the smooth running 

of these meetings we do ask for any questions be submitted in writing to the 

Chairman of the Parish Council or the Parish Clerk no later than 24 hours before 

the scheduled start time of the relevant Council or Committee meeting. 

If you would like any help in joining a GWPC meeting, please to not hesitate to 

contact the Clerk. 

Parish Councillor vacancy – Come and contribute to the life and 

development of Great Wilbraham? 

The Parish Council currently has a vacancy.   Would you like to join us to help 

determine our village’s response to our rapidly changing world?   While Parish 

Councillors require energy and dedication to local affairs, the task would only 

require a few hours of your time.   The Parish Council is the voice of the village 

concerning local government, the police and its views are sought on all issues 

affecting residents such as the Local Plan, environmental issues, planning 

applications, traffic management and attention to the regular tasks of village 

maintenance.   

The Council are keen to fill the vacancy as soon as possible.   If you would like to 

learn more about the role please contact the Clerk, Natalie Mulvey, 

clerkGW@wilbrahams.co.uk or any Councillor.   To apply you will need to 

complete an application form and submit this along with a statement of why you 

wish to be a Parish Councillor and any relevant skills and interests you possess.   

Streetlight upgrade 

South Cambridgeshire District Council have undertaken a full review of footway 

lights including structural testing and inspections.   This has provided them with a 

new detailed inventory of the lights which will be upgraded to LED.   The 

upgrade will benefit communities and the environment by reducing the energy 

used by our streetlights by 60%, improving the quality of the light emitted and 

reducing light pollution.   SCDC have confirmed the timetable and the Great 

Wilbraham lights identified will be upgraded in August/September. 

Overgrown hedges 

The Parish Council often receives complaints about overgrown hedges obstructing 

pavements and public footpaths around the village.   These obstructions can be a 

real hazard to the partially sighted and users of wheelchairs and pushchairs. 

mailto:clerkGW@wilbrahams.co.uk
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Please can all residents in Great Wilbraham check their hedges and other shrubs to 

make sure that they are not over-grown.   If your hedge is, please take the time to 

cut back any sections, which do cause obstructions for pedestrians, or visual 

impediments to drivers and/or road signs.  

Next Council Meeting 

The next scheduled full council meeting will be held on Thursday 17th September 

at 7.30pm via Zoom (if restrictions are still in place).    All residents are very 

welcome to attend.    The meeting ID will be found on the agenda. 

Full record of the Parish Council meetings can be found on the Wilbrahams’ 

website and Parish noticeboard. 

Please check the Parish website for regular updates - www.wilbrahams.co.uk 

Natalie Mulvey, Clerk Great Wilbraham Parish Council 

 

The Wilbrahams’ Gardening Club 

Inevitably, the pandemic, like for so many other similar Groups, is forcing our 

club to take a hard look at the feasibility of re-starting meetings in the Autumn. 

Can we hold them safely in the main Memorial Hall even with all the precautions 

with which we are all now so familiar? 

Would sufficient Members be prepared to make do with Zoom talks? 

Could we practically combine meetings in the hall with a Zoom option for those 

not yet happy about attending inside gatherings? 

Also, we need to establish which speaker would be happy to use Zoom if that is 

the choice we make.? 

As things stand, our committee, has provisionally decided to start up with a 

meeting in the main hall on 16th November with Robert Brett, Curator of the RHS 

Garden at Hyde Hall.   We have been looking forward to this for more than a year.  

However, the committee really does need to hear from all members about whether 

they would or would not be willing to attend meetings, either in the hall, or on 

Zoom. 

We plan to discuss Members views at our postponed AGM via Zoom sometime 

during September.   Those of you that do not wish to join the Zoom session will 

have the opportunity via e-mail to comment and to vote on normal matters such as 

acceptance of the Financial Statement, Election of Committee and any 

Resolutions. 

Please do let us know your views about how you think the club should proceed for 

the immediate future. 

Jackie Beadsmoore jackiebeadsmoore@icloud.com 

http://www.wilbrahams.co.uk/
mailto:jackiebeadsmoore@icloud.com
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 Little Wilbraham & Six Mile Bottom Parish Council 

Firstly, we hope you and all your families are keeping well.   The parish council 

has been holding bi-weekly teleconferences to discuss our response to the Covid-

19 outbreak and we have been working closely with the co-ordinators of the 

village support scheme to help where we can.   Now that things have eased we 

have moved to monthly meetings, our next will be held on Thursday 3rd 

September via Zoom.   Please contact the clerk for ‘dial in’ details.  

In normal PC matters we now have a mobile activated speed sign which is up and 

running in Six Mile Bottom at present.   We hope that this will help with the 

problem of speeding and also provide us with valuable data which can be used in 

the future.   Work continues on a management plan to turn The Pits into a nature 

reserve following a grant given by the Wadlow Windfarm to fund this.   We will 

also be looking at other village initiatives, including working with the Well-

brahams mental health and well-being group.  

Unfortunately, the proposal to convert the north east bound lane of Wilbraham 

Road between the Little Wilbraham crossroads and Bottisham Airfield Museum to 

a cycle lane fell through due to opposition at the last minute.   We will continue to 

work on promoting and improving cycle links for our villages.  

Our play area is open in Little Wilbraham and we hope children from the villages 

can enjoy it again.   Please encourage your children to sanitise their hands before 

and after use.  

Best wishes to all. 

Hayley Livermore. Clerk Little Wilbraham and Six Mile Bottom Parish council 

 

For more details of the proposed cycle routes see the article on page 30 - Editors 
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Experienced tutor: 
Fully qualified former primary school        
teacher and home educator based in 
Little Wilbraham 
  Expertise in:  
       Primary  
       Key Stage 3: Maths, English, 
                               History & Geography 
        Study skills & revision techniques 

For information and to arrange a free 
meeting/consultation contact: 

Anne-Marie McCubbin BA(Hons) PGCE 
 email: 
info@wingstoflyeducation.co.uk  
 tel:       01223 811939 

 

 

Carpet Cleaning & 
Stone Floor, Upholstery, Rugs 
A few points that make us stand out, 

 

Rothwell’s has been in business since 

1993 
We’re an honest local family firm. 
Our large truck mounted machines 

mean more cleaning & drying power 
for the best results possible. 

Members of both the NCCA and TACCA. 
We will move the furniture. 

100% satisfaction or it’s FREE. 
 

Call Oliver and Max Campbell for expert 
help today. 

01223 832 928 
www.Rothwells.biz 

 

Dave “Sooty” Sadler 

Professional Chimney Sweep 
Service Established 1980 

All Types of Chimneys Swept 
Brush and Vac 

Approved User of the Rodtech 
UK Ltd Power Sweeping 

System 
Public Liability Insurance 

Certificates Issued 
Covering All Areas 

For the Most Prompt & Reliable 
Service 

Contact me: 
Tel: 01638 552573 

MOB: 07783912234 
Email sootysad@hotmail.com 

Or Book via my website 
www.sootysad.co.uk 

mailto:sootysad@hotmail.com
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Great Wilbraham CE (VC) 

Primary School 
Headteacher: Mr Richard Brown BEd (Hons) NPQH 

Great Wilbraham C of E Primary School, Church Street, Great Wilbraham, 

Cambridge, CB21 5JQ, 01223 880408 

What a second half to the school year this was.   Everybody has been affected by 

the coronavirus and the key issue for us was the safety of the children, families 

and staff.   I would like to thank all the families for their patience and 

understanding during this challenging time.  I know from personal experience how 

difficult it has been balancing working from home and delivering home learning, 

but I have seen some amazing work from our families and would like to thank you 

for being your children’s ‘home teachers’ during this time.  The Full Governing 

Body have also been incredibly supportive and I would personally like to thank 

Brendan Reid, our Chair of Governors, for his unwavering support, sage advice 

and a brilliant sounding board. 

Thank you also to all the staff at our school – the office and administrative staff, 

the cleaning staff, the teaching assistants and the teachers.  Whether working from 

home or in the school they have worked with endless positivity to ensure 

continued provision and support for the children.   They have demonstrated 

commitment and professionalism in responding to the demands of recent months, 

which have been hugely appreciated.  

We have had to adapt and our teaching methods have changed significantly.   The 

online learning offer has developed through lockdown and at the end of the 

academic year teachers were all teaching, providing online learning and virtual 

year group meetings. 

Thankfully we were able to take back over a third of the children but we are fully 

aware there are lots of children looking forward to coming back in September and 

we hope to have the whole school back – with stringent measures of course.   One 

year group we were really pleased to have back was year six.   It was important to 

get closure for them and to say as best a goodbye as possible.   We will miss this 

cohort; they are a fabulous bunch, but we know they will move onto secondary 

education with positivity and we wish them every success.   

We are also saying goodbye to a couple of staff too.   Mrs Scheilling worked 

across the school on a Monday and is an outstanding practitioner.   She has 

increased commitments at another school and we will miss her greatly but we 

hope she will be able to come into school on the odd Monday still to see us.   Miss 

Burrows joined us for a short term contract in Fieldmice class and she leaves us to 
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embark upon her teacher training course which starts in the Autumn term.  We 

know she will be a great teacher and wish her every success.  

Some of the initiatives we have been involved in have been quite popular and you 

might want to get involved too!   The Cereal Box challenge provided six weeks of 

designing tasks for children, the PSHE online tasks by Miss Luddy were brilliant 

and the PTFA started a Piece of Cake MARATHON.   This is a wonderful idea 

and one that I asked my football team to do for pre-season training!   1k a day for 

42 days = a marathon.   A great fun way of fundraising for the school.  The PTFA 

would normally make a large amount of money from the summer fair and this 

Piece of Cake run will hopefully help regain some of the income usually attained 

during the summer term. 

Lastly, we don’t know what awaits us in the future but we cannot wait to have 

everyone back in September.   Closing the school and the months that have 

followed were very challenging for everyone, but I cannot thank those who have 

sent in positive comments and supportive emails enough.   The examples of work 

children have been doing, the praise of the teachers and speaking to the children 

have been the shining lights of this difficult time.   The reasons we do the job have 

been elevated – working with and providing for your wonderful children.   I do 

hope you are having an enjoyable summer and we look forward to seeing 

everyone in September. 

Stay safe and enjoy the summer,     Richard Brown 

 

 

 
 

In the spring, the PTFA would normally host the school fete and a 10k race 

around the villages generating the largest proportion of the PTFAs annual income. 

Needless to say, it was (and still is) a bad time for the school to lose this extra 

revenue stream when the school is in big need of updating its computer equipment 

to meet the “new normal” teaching requirements.   In an attempt to keep up some 

fundraising for the school and keep our community healthy we decided to convert 
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our Piece of Cake race into a virtual run, and to 

make the distance somewhat longer... 

In the Piece of Cake Virtual Marathon 2020 the 

participants had the (school) summer holiday 

to ‘run, walk, skip, hop’ the distance of a 

marathon whenever and wherever was convenient 

for them.   That was 42 days to finish the 42k – an 

average of only 1k a day.   We had participants 

from young children to experienced club runners 

that participated and even a dog signing up for the 

challenge! (Maybe we should add an extra pet 

category for next year?). Lovely artwork was 

designed by Max Kettenacker (LW) for children to 

help keep track of their distances.   There were also two digital leader boards for 

the separate adult and children’s classes 

provided by the race administrator where sub 

distances could be reported.   The quickest 

reported time to finish the marathon was in 3 

days, and at the time of writing we still have 

many runners that keep working on their 1k a 

day.   In September all successful runners 

should have beautiful finishers medals to 

arrive by post. Well done! 

Breaking completely new ground for us and 

in such a short time did not come without some hiccups.   We have been 

experiencing some technological problems, but we have learnt from them. In the 

summer 2021 we intend to put up an even bigger and better virtual marathon so 

please join us then!   Finally, we like to say a big Thank you to those who 

supported this race by joining in and/or spreading it to friends and family outside 

our community. 

Lotta Holm and Caroline Bird (for the PTFA) 
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Angle End, Gt Wilbraham                       
www.hall.gtwilbraham.net 

Finally, 5 months into this strange period of life ruled by Coronavirus, and 

we are preparing to open the Memorial Hall again for use from September 

2020.  

Unfortunately, this won’t be as we have been used to, and many groups will need 

to wait until the rules relax further before they can resume meeting safely in our 

community building.   We are just preparing the Risk Assessments and equipping 

the hall with the necessary safety items.   In basic terms, we are allowed to open to 

groups with no more than 30 people, whose activities can be conducted in a (2m) 

socially distanced way.   The regulations preclude choirs and indoor sports. We 

will also need to operate a one-way system; special cleaning regimes and we will 

not be able to offer the kitchen for hirer’s use.   Our Booking Secretary, Shirley 

Morley, has written to all the regular users to discuss their individual needs and 

plans.   However, if any residents would like to form any new groups or run new 

events that could operate within these restrictions, do please contact us.  We 

would welcome the building being used as much as possible, for the community’s 

benefit. 

It was a relief to be able to open the 

Play Area again at the beginning of 

July, and lovely to see families happily 

enjoying the new equipment 

throughout the last month.  Again, 

there are restrictions in place, which 

advise everyone to stay in ‘family 

bubbles’ or 2m apart.   We have had to 

decommission a couple of swings to 

enable this.   Please note that the 

equipment is open access and is not 

cleaned, so please bring portable 

sanitiser for your own use.   On a more positive note, we were awarded a £7000 

grant from Wadlow Wind Farm Community Fund last month and, with the money 

already raised, were able to order the new fence.   It will be installed during 

August. New (well, second-hand) benches and new picnic tables are being 

installed now, and a volunteer team will soon complete the grass mound with a 

play tunnel through.  Almost there…. the final instalment will be the wildflower 

areas and some more new trees in the autumn.   Thanks to Paul Lambton, Tony & 

Andy Goryn for helping me with the practical side of all this work. 

http://www.hall.gtwilbraham.net/
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Many villagers will have seen by now that 

shrubs have been planted in front of the 

Memorial Hall along Angle End.   We were 

fortunate to be given the opportunity of 

choosing a number of plants for free from a 

local garden centre; hence the opportunity 

was taken to brighten up the bank area 

leading down to the road.   We have planted 

Berberis ‘Rose Glow’ which over the next 

few years will be shaped into a hedge and in 

front of the Berberis we have planted yellow 

potentillia shrubs.   We hope over the coming 

years these will provide a little more interest 

and colour as villagers walk past the Hall.   

Many thanks to the team of volunteers who gave their time and effort to plant the 

shrubs, and to Paul Lambton for organising this. 

Saturday 8th August we trialled a new monthly Wilbrahams’ Farmers’ Market – a 

way of having the Autumn Food & Craft Fair, outside, whilst the weather is still 

good.   It went really well and is written up elsewhere in this edition.   It wasn’t 

designed to be a big fundraiser, but something for everyone to enjoy, get out and 

about and chat safely to neighbours and friends.   Even so, it raised £283.60 for 

hall funds (which is needed to cover costs, whilst we have no other revenue) – so 

we are happy with that.   There will be another one on Saturday 12th September, 

most likely with additional stalls.   We shall have to see whether the weather is 

clement enough for it to run in October (Saturday 10th).   See the Wilbraham’s 

website and the hall and community Facebook pages to keep up to date with this. 

The Memorial Hall Committee continue to meet monthly via ‘Zoom’ to discuss 

and plan the Hall & Recreation Ground business.   We have had to postpone our 

AGM until restrictions are lifted.   Until we can have that meeting, I am serving as 

‘Acting Chair’ following Ed Brunner’s relocation to Singapore.   Sadly, we have 

received the resignation of John Bramwell from Lt Wilbraham.   John has served 

on the committee for many years, contributing especially to the management of 

the New Hall design and construction (he is a retired Architect), and designing 

and installing the beautiful etched glass memorial for those who served in the 

wars from Lt Wilbraham.   The Committee would like to thank John for his time 

and all his contributions over the years in service to the community. 

Finally, if anyone has any suggestions or comments regarding the Memorial Hall, 

please contact me on 881609 mail@emma-adams.co.uk 

Emma Adams, Acting Chair. 

 

mailto:mail@emma-adams.co.uk
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Annual Photographic Competition 

One pastime which has thrived during lockdown is photography.   When I set the 

subjects for this year’s competition, little did I think that we would smash our 

record for the number of images entered for the third year running, but we did!   I 

believe that when confined to barracks, many of us turned to photography to 

entertain ourselves or others. 

Every year, as part of the Flower, Fruit, and Produce Show, we have a 

photographic competition in which the entrants are invited to submit photographs 

on five set subjects.   The subjects this year were Blue, A Village Landmark, 

Lines and Patterns, Tree or Trees and A Wild Visitor to the Garden.   By the time 

the competition closed I had received no less than 118 images from 22 

photographers.   I was delighted as I felt that I’d done very little chivvying to 

encourage entries. 

We had entries which had been shot on smart phones and we had entries shot on 

top of the range digital pro cameras.   I would say at this stage that the means of 

capturing the image did not count in this competition.   The winner of one round 

and the runner-up in another were both shot with phones.   What impressed the 

judge was the photographer’s eye. 

Our regular external Judge, Ian Wilson ARPS, presided again this year, though 

this time the Judge sat in Chambers (i.e., he did his bit at home!)   Ian selected a 

1st, 2nd, and 3rd in each topic as well as a few Highly Commended and 

Commended.   We awarded 5 points for a win, 4 for 2nd. 3 for 3rd, 2 for HC and 1 

for C.   I was then left with a dilemma: how do I make it fair for those who 

entered fewer than the permitted two per topic?   I decided to allow entrant’s best 

image in each topic count towards the Cup.  This gave a good close finish (and we 

all love a tight finish!): 

Andrew Evans  17 points and the Cup 

Sue Lambton  16 

Dave Humphrey 15 

Andrew’s images were consistently good quality.   All of the images and how they 

fared may be seen here:  https://www.chrisfellphotos.com/photo-comp-

results.html 

Ian Wilson has agreed to make himself available for a postmortem evening on 

Tuesday September 22 when he will go through all of the images and explain how 

and why he reached the conclusion that he did and he will offer some advice on 

how to improve your photography.   This will necessarily need to be via Zoom 

and I will issue invitations to all of the entrants nearer the time; if you didn’t enter, 

but would still like to join in, please drop me an email – chris.fell@me.com  

I look forward to challenging you all next year with another set of topics! 

Chris Fell 

https://www.chrisfellphotos.com/photo-comp-results.html
https://www.chrisfellphotos.com/photo-comp-results.html
mailto:chris.fell@me.com
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Untold Stories : Dru Goryn 

Dru Goryn is known to many, but she too has untold stories. 

I was born in Cambridge and I have lived in Great Wilbraham since I was 11, and 

so did my parents, apart from a spell when my father held the chair in engineering 

at Strathclyde University.   I went to school in Cambridge by bus.   So did Tony 

and we started going out when I was 15. I was 18 when my parents moved to 

Scotland. I stayed in Cambridge and went to Addenbrookes to train as a nurse. I 

lived in the hostel – we were not allowed out after 9 o’clock at night, and got 

gated if we were late.   It was very strict.   Tony and I got married in 1970 while I 

was still a student nurse. I had to go to Matron to ask permission. 

So it was your 50th this year! Congratulations! 

We were going to Italy to celebrate when lockdown came in.   We had our 50th 

anniversary on our own in the garden!   Many good wishes and flowers from 

family and friends. 

After three years training I went to work in the 

operating theatres.   I liked the technical work 

and the many challenges.   After 9 months I was 

appointed as the Sister in the transplant theatre.   

This included general and arterial surgery.   I 

worked with Professor Sir Roy Calne who did 

the first liver transplant in this country, so I was 

involved in the liver transplant programme for 

many years. Liver transplant was very new and it 

was complex and ground-breaking surgery. 

So what was your role during an operation? 

Preparing the theatre and the patient, then assisting the surgeon, handing 

instruments and anticipating needs.   This could be very hands-on at times.   In 

1973 we moved from the old Addenbrookes hospital to the new hospital, and I 

was then Sister of two operating theatres handling emergencies, general surgery 

and transplantation.   As part of the transplant team we would drive or fly to other 

hospitals to retrieve  organs, return and then assist with the operation. Sometimes 

that shift was over 24 hours.   On one helicopter trip to Bristol the weather closed 

in, and the pilot announced that he was going down low because he needed to look 

at the road signs! 

I went back to work part-time between having Andrew and Catherine, and again 

between having Catherine and Neil.   Then in 1989 I was appointed theatre 

manager.   There were 15 theatres, a £6 million budget and 160-200 staff.   In 

1999 I left Addenbrookes.   I had been there for 31 years.   The demands of the 

job, targets, waiting list management and staffing could be stressful, and some of 

the consultants were hard work too.   They could be very inflexible and 
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demanding.   Hopefully it is different now with a more adaptable and inclusive 

generation. 

And all this time Tony had to put up with me being called out at night, then 

getting the children to school and so on.   I eventually decided there were better 

things in life!   I went freelance. 

As a nurse? 

No, as a project manager.   Through contacts I undertook several reports 

reviewing operating theatre management, including staffing, training, patient care 

and other issues.   This involved most of the hospitals in East Anglia. I did the 

same for a private hospital in London, the Wellington in St. John’s Wood, 

overlooking Lords’ Cricket Ground.   I could just see one wicket from my office– 

a bit frustrating! 

I bet Tony was jealous. 

Yes, a bit!   I worked there for 15 months, undertaking the review then 

implementing the changes, commuting daily from home.   Then I was asked to 

work with Skanska, the construction company, as a health planner and clinical 

advisor, on the redevelopment of the Royal London Hospital and St. 

Bartholomew’s.   I worked with the architects and the construction team, 

designing theatres, A & E, intensive care and other departments.   We also 

compiled the equipment schedules and much more.   I was able to do some of the 

work at home, like writing reports and reviewing plans, but often it was the 7.15 

train in the morning and the 6.15 back at night.   I did that for the best part of five 

years. 

So then… 

They got to the building stage, so that was my job done.   Then Addenbrookes 

asked me to return and work in the estates department, doing much the same thing 

on a smaller scale. 

(At this point Tony entered the room.) 

Tony: The most moving redesign job she did was the chapel.   It has a wonderful 

peace about it. 

You designed the chapel, Dru? 

Well, I was the project manager for the redesign.   I regularly met with the 

hospital chaplains, all the denominations, ensuring our design met all their needs, 

for example a Muslim space.   I sourced all the fittings including a beautiful 

stained glass screen.   I worked on many capital projects at Addenbrookes for 

about three years, then at 60 I decided to slow down. 

About time too! 

I still did some consultancy for the people in London, like redesigning an 

endoscopy unit.   Eventually I stopped.   It was hard keeping up to date with the 
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latest equipment, the latest health and safety issues … eventually I just didn’t want 

to update anymore. 

So you slowed down. 

In 2013 I retired properly. 

Since then, what has been the main thing? Your sculpture? 

Yes, but the bungalow and garden has been a major thing.   We lived at 9, Frog 

End for forty years.   As the children grew, it was 5 adults in a small cottage. 

None of them left home much before they were 30.   We moved here in 2011 after 

the death of my brother Peter. 

The place itself has been a big creative project, hasn’t it? 

Yes.   Everything needed doing.   It used to be a builder’s yard and in the sheds 

there was a lot of building material.   Tony and I used some of it to build the 

workshop in the garden that I use for sculpture.   Only the roof had to be bought.  

When you stopped working, you were able to 

give your creativity full expression. 

Yes.   When I left theatres in 1999, after 

about a year I decided that I wanted to do 

something creative.   I worked with a sculptor 

at the Cambridge Art Works who had 

students.   She taught me all the basics about 

stone carving.   I found I could do it – I didn’t 

know that! 

Do you exhibit at all? 

Not really.   I have done a few commissions for people I know.   The Wilbrahams’ 

Collection in February was the first time.   I put three new pieces from lockdown 

on the table at the end of the drive for the doorstep show. 

Open studios? 

I’ve thought about that, but I would prefer to just do a tea-and-cake in the garden 

one day, and people can also walk round and look at my work. 

That would be lovely. You are very involved in the social club too, a family 

tradition, as your parents were also. 

I took over as treasurer in about 2000 and I still do that.   Plus coffee mornings 

with Cheryl!   As one of the committee I helped with the design and purchasing 

for the new club and I am pleased with what we have now. 

Thank you Dru.   I look forward to your garden sculpture show – when it is 

allowed. 

John Tanburn 
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Wilbrahams/City Centre Commuter Bus is Back 

With the Corvid 19 Lockdown easing, the Stagecoach commuter bus is back 

providing a link between the Wilbrahams and Cambridge City Centre.   It's now 

an extension of the Newmarket Park and Ride service, so the journey time is 

quicker using the Newmarket Road bus priorities and it should be more punctual. 

On Monday to Friday the bus to Cambridge is 

due at Manor Close Little Wilbraham at 07.04 

and The Carpenters Arms Great Wilbraham at 

07.08.   The bus then travels via Fulbourn and 

Teversham to the Newmarket Road Park and 

Ride where it becomes a park and ride bus to 

Drummer Street Stop D2, arriving there at 

07.42.  On Saturday the bus runs an hour later to 

arrive at Drummer Street at 08.42. 

Returning from Cambridge, the bus leaves Drummer Street Stop D1 at 17.39 

arriving back at The Carpenters Arms at 18.13 and Manor Close Little Wibraham 

at 18.17.   The bus will display Stetchworth at Drummer Street, but it will be a 

Newmarket Road park and ride bus.   This is a commercial service run by 

Stagecoach without subsidy and therefore its continuation depends upon people 

using it.   So, if you work in the City Centre, consider using it. 

Also the A2B shopping bus to Newmarket or the Newmarket Road Park and Ride 

continues to operate on Tuesdays and Fridays.   To Newmarket, it calls at The 

Carpenter Arms Great Wilbraham at 10.20 and at Manor Close Little Wilbraham 

at 10.25, then to The Guineas Bus Station Newmarket.   It returns from The 

Guineas Bus Station Newmarket at 13.15 and from the Newmarket Road Park and 

Ride at 14.05 (you should allow at least 30 minutes on the park and ride bus from 

Drummer Street Stop D1). 

Both buses serve all the bus stops in the Wilbrahams.   

Bon Voyage!      Cllr John Williams 

 

Bottisham Carpet Bowls Club 

We are hoping to start bowling at the Village 

College after the October half term. 

The committee is working at having both 

Wednesday and Thursday evenings as Club nights. 

We will keep members informed. 

Anyone interested in joining us on a Wednesday or Thursday evening, 7.15 pm at 

the Village College, please contact any of committee members listed the below 

Peter Hofton 811191, Richard Nichols 812158, Nora Watson 812121 
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Cricket in the Wilbrahams……but not as we know it 

In my last outburst for this august organ, written in February, I said Wilbrahams 

Cricket Club was on the up. It was not that we were especially good, but for the 

2020 season we had been promoted back to the Cambridgeshire Cricket 

Association (CCA) Senior Leagues where we once trawled with distinction. 

Surprise, surprise, I told you all to get your kit out because nets were starting in 

April. . .  

It would be churlish of me to complain that Covid 19 has ruined the cricket 

season, or sport in general, when it has done so much more damage elsewhere and 

changed so many lives. Reality is, we are the lucky ones (so far) that are even able 

to think about sport.   But I was asked to write an article about this season’s 

cricket. . .and yes, Covid has devastated that too.   Ball handling and the need for 

social distancing, even in the fresh air, makes the playing of cricket problematic. 

To be fair to the CCA, some months ago they planned for a shortened season, or 

just August as most people know it, and split each division of the Senior Leagues 

in two with the intention of each mini league playing each other once home or 

away, rather than home and away. Their timing was good because we got the go 

ahead to play in mid-July and managed two friendlies before the “season” started. 

For us that means four games against Great Chishill (away) Saffron Walden III 

(home), Yelling (away) and Chesterfords (home).  

Cricket under Covid is a strange beast.   Social distancing has caused issues.   No 

changing rooms means no showers (so don’t get near a cricketer on a Saturday 

night if he prefers the (outdoor) Social Club to 

home), and teams must watch (and change if 

you are interested) separately on the boundary. 

The boundary has been brought in by two 

metres here, so fielders do not mix with those 

of you dozing on the benches.   Handling is the 

other main issue.   All players must use only 

their own kit and must sanitise their hands with 

alcoholic gel after every six overs.   Spectators 

must not handle the ball, and players are 

advised to minimise handling (but don’t drop 

that catch…ooops, too late!).   Applying saliva 

to the ball (to make it shine) is a capital offence 

this season, when it was a fine art last season.   

There shall be no teas (bring your own), which 

immediately deprives us of the best part of our 

game!   There’s more, but you get the gist. 
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So, after a few nets, it was a 

great joy to finally play a 

friendly against Bottisham and 

Lode on 25 July (rained off 

after our appalling batting 

display) and Linton (heavily 

beaten) on 1 August.   Both 

were at home and it was a 

delight to see so many villagers 

sharing our pain and suffering.   

Unbelievably (and I thank you 

for this) a substantial number 

of you also came to Great Chishill on Saturday, where we were valiant losers, 

having put 194 for 8 on the board (Ross Craig 76), but losing with 5 overs to go. 

Hopefully we will make the most of the rest of this rump of a season.   My 

grateful thanks as ever to Tony and Andy Goryn who have tended that wicket like 

a newborn for months, not knowing whether or not it was ever going to be used. 

We owe them, and the rest of the Wilbrahams, a splendid home victory before the 

season is done. 

Roddy Tippen. Chairman, Wilbrahams Sports Club 

 

Country Western Music Nights 
Hopefully to Resume in January 2021 

The Wilbrahams’ country music nights have only sadly 

had two evenings take place this year January and March 

2020 in the Wilbrahams’ Memorial Hall, owing to the 

gale force winds in February could not run, but we had a 

lovely night in  March which brought us Darren Busby 

from Brigg in North East Lincolnshire and a good 

attendance.   

And then we had the Coronavirus & Covid-19, lock down that really upset things. 

Social distancing was put into place all over Britain, and we had to cancel all the 

booked nights for the rest of l year as the hall was closed.   We’re now thinking of 

opening, but we can’t operate as the hall can’t have as many in.  Now we are 

waiting to see what Saturday January 16th 2021 is like. You might want to add it 

to your diary. 

Stay safe everyone.      Derek Fabb 
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Speed Awareness Campaign Update 

We intended to present our plans to reduce speeds in our village at the Annual 

Parish Meeting in April, but due to Covid-19 the event was postponed.   So, please 

see below a summary of what we were going to present. 

For years the residents of Great 

Wilbraham have been complaining 

about speeding through the village, 

but pre the Speed Awareness 

Device it has always been hearsay 

and conjecture.   We now know 

where we have speeding issues, 

(and where we do not have 

speeding issues), and we are now 

in a position to convince Highways 

to do something about it. 

The main areas where we have 

speeding issues are The Lanes and Church Street and resolving this is our priority 

as our School, Nursery and Play Area are located here. (1250* vehicles travel 

from the High Street along Church St in a typical day)   The next stage will be to 

address speeding issues at the Station Road end of the village.   South Cambs have 

suggested that we take a phased approach and we can apply for further funding in 

the future.   So, here are our plans for Phase 1. 

Objectives. 

Our village junior school, nursery and recreation ground/play area are all located 

on the main route through our village.   The amount of traffic through our village 

creates a risk to parents, children and others as they walk or cycle to these areas. 

Our objective is to address a persistent problem of speeding vehicles (37%*are 

over the speed limit on The Lanes from Little Wilbraham) in the vicinity of these 

facilities and thus create a safer environment for these groups. 

Our school accommodates 101 pupils and our nursery typically host up to 40 

youngsters each weekday, so the movement of parents and children at peak arrival 

and departure times is high.   Peak vehicle times of 7-9am and 3-5pm, 268 

vehicles (in one direction) in The Lanes in a typical day between 8 and 9 am, 

coincide with the critical times when parents and children are walking or cycling 

to the school or nursery. 

Our objective is to make these school and nursery trips much safer by slowing 

vehicles on the approaches which will give parents more confidence to walk or 

cycle to the school or nursery rather than drive. 
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Persistent Problem 

We have located our Speed Awareness Device at numerous locations throughout 

our village to make drivers aware of their speed and to encourage them to slow 

down.   Even with the SAD in place we do still have speeding issues.  

We have Wig-Wag Flashing School Signs at either side of the school which 

operate during arrival and departure times.   We also have a physical road 

narrowing feature outside the school, but these have not eliminated speeding. 

What makes speeding so dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly from 

the school, into Church Street and past the Recreation Ground and Nursery, is 

because the footpath is very narrow in places.   The other issue is that the footpath 

is on one side of the road for part of the route and on the other side of the road for 

the remaining part of the route.   This makes crossing the road very dangerous 

when vehicles are passing even if they are being driven at the 30mph speed limit.  

We also have several families living at the Station Road end of the village who 

use Toft Way to walk or cycle to the School, play area or the recreation ground for 

the cricket, football, the Village Hall or shop.   Currently they must cross Church 

Street.   Vehicles travelling at 30mph make this a dangerous task. 

We believe that a further speed reduction programme, consisting of a 20mph 

advisory zone, together with speed cushions and signage, starting at The Lanes, 

past the School and into Church Street near the nursery will significantly reduce 

speeds through this part of the village.   This will also build on and complement 

our existing physical traffic calming measures. 

Road Safety 

We have been advised by a member of the Highways Team, and we note from the 

Cambridgeshire County Council Website, that average traffic speeds could be 

significantly reduced in the safety critical areas near the village nursery, primary 

school and recreation/play area with the introduction of a traffic calming scheme. 

Additional Benefits 

Reducing vehicle speeds will reduce noise disturbance and pollution caused by 

excessive vehicle speeds. 

Having slower vehicle speeds will encourage walking and cycling in the village as 

an alternative to car journeys. 

Costs 

The maximum amount that Highways will pay is £15k.   They have estimated that 

the total costs will be £25k and our PC have generously set aside £10,000 for the 

project. 
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What Next  

We now have a deadline of 30th September to send in our bid to Highways for 

funding.   We plan to make an application for funding even though we have not 

been able to present our plans to residents.   If we are successful with our 

application, Highways will carry out a review of our suggestions and provide a 

detailed proposal to the PC.   Residents close to the speed reduction furniture 

(Speed Cushions) will also be contacted by Highways to ensure that they are 

happy with the plans. 

Please contact the PC clerk Natalie Mulvey, if you would like further information 

on our plans. (ClerkGW@Wilbrahams.co.uk  07887 813702 

Current Issue with the SAD 

Please be aware that we have a problem with the batteries and charging system so 

the Speed Awareness Device will not be functioning for a while. The 

manufacturers are aware of the issue. 

     The Speed Awareness Campaign team. 

Alister McFarquhar, Chris Hanson, Paul Lambton, Mike Smith 

Sponsor: Great Wilbraham Parish Council. 

 

 

 

Cat Sitter Home Visits 

Allowing your feline friend to remain in the comfort of his/her own home while you 
are away is very important to cats.  Territory is crucial and being removed from that 
territory can be extremely stressful.  We offer a service tailored to the individual 
needs of your cat which includes the following:- 

❖ 30 minute visits to your house 
❖ Lots of affection and play 

❖ Basic grooming and medication as required 
❖ Feeding, litter tray cleaning, care of the home 

❖ Run by Sarah with > 30 years pet ownership experience and > 10 years 
healthcare experience (human plus veterinary) 

❖ All the team are dedicated feline fanatics, CRB-checked and insured 
❖ Tel:  07900 213245 

❖ E-mail:  info@fulbournfelines.co.uk 
Web:  www.fulbournfelines.co.uk 

 
 

mailto:ClerkGW@Wilbrahams.co.uk
mailto:info@fulbournfelines.co.uk
http://www.fulbournfelines.co.uk/
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Safer Cycling Routes from the Wilbrahams 

Since moving to Little Wilbraham in 

2012, I've been frustrated by the lack 

of safe cycling routes from the 

Wilbrahams & Six Mile Bottom, 

particularly given our close proximity 

to Cambridge; the city with the 

highest number of cycling commuters 

in the UK. The meagre bus service 

and the lack of any pavements out of 

the villages leaves many people 

isolated or completely dependent on a 

car (and driver) for access to basic amenities, commuting, travelling to school or 

college, or seeing family and friends. Fast, narrow, unlit roads can be a daunting 

prospect for even a confident cyclist, but we are only 30 minutes cycle ride from 

Cambridge North Railway Station (with the new cycle bridge) or even less on an 

e-bike. 

In reducing the risks of travelling with others during lockdown, many people have 

re-discovered the benefits of being able to travel by cycle with less traffic, lower 

pollution levels, more visible wildlife as well as finding it an enjoyable way to 

exercise. There are many benefits to cycling including cost savings, reduced 

emissions as well as improvements to physical and mental health and in many 

cases, door-to-door journey times can be reduced. Unfortunately, many people do 

not feel able to take advantage of these benefits longer term due to the lack of safe 

cycling routes from our villages. 

There have been previous attempts to connect the Wilbrahams to our 

neighbouring villages with safer cycle routes and many of us on both Little 

Wilbraham & Six Mile Bottom and Great Wilbraham Parish Councils and other 

villagers have been keen on finding a solution. Unfortunately, we were 

overlooked for the first phase of the Greenways scheme; funding cycle routes to 

Cambridge. In 2016, County Councillor John Williams championed the route 

from Little Wilbraham to Bottisham along Wilbraham Road past the Airfield 

Museum and supported a route between Great Wilbraham and Fulbourn. There are 

several other potential routes including along existing droves towards Quy 

roundabout and connecting Six Mile Bottom, but the complexity and costs can 

make these options more problematic. 

As part of the emergency measures for COVID19, a small amount of funding was 

available for a limited period to pay for the temporary conversion of roads to cycle 

and footpaths but almost no time allowed for consultation. John Williams, 

supported by District Councillor Claire Daunton, submitted a proposal to convert 
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a single carriageway of Wilbraham Road (between Little Wilbraham and 

Bottisham) to a cycle path for a limited time and upgrade the path on the A1303 

(Bottisham High Street to Bell Road) to be suitable for cycling. This was endorsed 

and supported by both of the Wilbrahams’ Parish Councils as a viable and cost 

effective way of trialling this route and linking the Wilbrahams with the existing 

cycle network to the north; the road had already been closed a year previously for 

junction upgrade works. Although initially approved for funding, disappointingly 

this proposal was rejected by some other councillors and the funds directed 

elsewhere. This leaves the Wilbrahams and Six Mile Bottom still without any 

dedicated cycle routes to Bottisham, Fulbourn or Cambridge which would allow 

greater and safer access for many. 

Demonstrating local support and demand for cycling routes is a key part of 

successful applications. As such, we have put together a website to provide some 

details and capture the views and opinions of people locally which will help to 

provide evidence of the demand for safe cycling routes from our villages. We 

would encourage everyone of all ages to participate and register their interest by 

contacting cyclewilbrahams@gmail.com and visiting the website: 

https://cyclewilbrahams.wixsite.com/cycleway to complete the survey, once it 

goes live. 

It would be nice if a legacy of these 

challenging times were safe cycle routes 

that would help connect and bring our 

communities closer together, providing 

us all with an environmentally friendly 

alternative to the car. 

Thanks! 

Robert McCubbin - Parish Councillor, 

Little Wilbraham & Six Mile Bottom 

PC & champion of cycling for the 

Wilbrahams  

cllr.mccubbin@wilbrahams.co.uk 

Proposed cycle route Little Wilbraham to Bottisham (F to D) 

Proposed upgrade of footpath on A1303 (B to E) to connect with existing cycle 

path at B 

 

 

19A : (7) Sick end for this author and some of his characters. 
2D : (4) Revising hard to be an athlete. 
 
 

 

mailto:cyclewilbrahams@gmail.com
https://cyclewilbrahams.wixsite.com/cycleway
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Cloudburst on the 13th 

The week of 10th August started with extremely hot and humid weather – it was 

too hot to expend any energy on physical work and those of us with last minute 

Warbler pieces to write were happy to stay indoors.   On Wednesday evening the 

forecasts were for heavy rain and an end to the heatwave.   

On Thursday morning it was still warm – 24C by 9:30 - but overcast with 

glowering clouds overhead.   At 10 o’clock the rain started and the thunder claps 

began.   The rain built to a crescendo by about 11.00 when the road outside my 

house (Angle End) was a flowing river.   By 11:30 the rain was easing, but the 

damage was done.   I went out to catch some photographs and saw Angle End and 

Church Street under 8 inches of water.   I saw at least one house in Angle End 

which was inundated and the owners were desperately sweeping the rain back to 

the road.   I had 2 reports (one in GW, another in LW) later of rain gauges 

recording close to 2 inches of rain in 90 minutes. 

In Church Street one of the Warbler editors, Martin Gienke, was standing like 

King Canute, defying the floods to breach his defences and pleading with drivers 

to drive slowly.   (As a note, Martin’s combination of a flood gate, sandbags and a 

pump kept his house dry). 

The repairs performed on the drains in 2018 were proven to be insufficient for the 

task. 

Though this report is centred on Great Wilbraham, I was told that the flood 

between the Hole in the Wall and St John’s Church in Little Wilbraham was 

deeper than anyone could recall for at least 40 years.   Further afield in Bottisham 

there was a report of 18 inches of water and wheelie bins floating in the street. 

Those in touch with the responsible authorities are keen to see any photos of water 

flooding properties. 

Chris Fell 

 

  

Wilbraham Boiler Services 
Plumbing and Heating 

Gas and Oil Servicing and Breakdown 
Boiler Replacements – Landlord Certificates 

General Plumber and Heating 
30 years experience – No jobs too Small 

Mark Taylor 
Call Now : 01223 812024 or 07906 691726 
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Fully approved Electrical Contractor 

All Work Certificated in Accordance with NICEIC 

Free no obligation quotations 

All aspects of electrical work undertaken such as re-wires, Electrical 

condition Reports, maintenance calls, New build Installations, Industrial and 

Commercial Installations 

However small you may consider your job it will be treated with the same 

attention to detail as every one of our jobs. 

Your Local Electrician 
Unit 24 Hall Barn Road Industrial Estate, Hall Barn Road, Isleham, 

Cambridgeshire, CB7 5RJ 

Contact us on; 01638 781567 / enquiries@jandjdrake.co.uk 

 

 
84, Angle End, Gt Wilbraham, CB215JG 

01223 811844 : www.chapel.dental 

Claire Jackman BDS & Associates 

NHS, DENPLAN & PRIVATE TREATMENTS 
With special interests in Implants and Orthodontics 

Monday         09.00-17.00 
Tuesday         09.00-19.00 
Wednesday    09.00-17.00 
Thursday        09.00-19.00 
Friday             09.00-17.00 
Saturday         09.30-15.00 

mailto:enquiries@jandjdrake.co.uk
http://www.chapel.dental/
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Swifts in the Wilbrahams 

Our swifts, which have given so much 

pleasure to so many of us since their arrival 

in early May, began leaving again in the first 

week of August and the last stragglers, the late fledglings, have now all gone back 

to Africa.   They fly non-stop to countries such as Senegal, to spend the next 9 

months there.  

Although nationally this seems not to have been a good year for swift numbers, 

locally we have had lots of birds, sometimes as many as fifty in a loose flock 

careering around our skies and screaming, surely one of the most evocative sights 

and sounds of Summer.  

In addition to the small number of nest sites on the North transept of the church in 

Great Wilbraham I have seen birds nesting in previously noted sites in Angle End, 

in High Street and (new to me) in Toft Lane, with young birds vigorously 

“prospecting” nests for next year in Church Street and on another site in Angle 

End.   Frustratingly for me they have not yet found my artificial nestbox in Chapel 

Meadows despite my again playing swift calls, a 

proven means of attracting them.  

Swifts find small spaces in or just below roofs in 

which to nest, e.g. a gap under some lead flashing or 

under a raised pantile, often the first row above the 

guttering.   You can buy or make swift boxes and fix 

them to a suitable wall; if you have boxed–in soffits, 

these can be adapted to make great homes for swifts; 

and the birds make almost no mess, unlike house martins. 

Swifts need all the help they can get!   On the 

Saturday of the Doorstep Village Show a young 

adult swift was found on the Rec, unable to fly.   

It was seriously underweight but survived (in a 

shoe box!) until Monday when it was taken to 

Wimblington, north of Chatteris, to an expert who 

gave it more care and fed it.   I am pleased to 

report that it recovered and 10 days later it took to 

the air and was gone!  

My monitoring has mainly been in Great 

Wilbraham – if you have spotted nest sites in any 

of our villages, or want any information, please do get in touch.   The RSPB has a 

“Swift Mapper” on its website and I can report all locations there     

Nick Toovey 882371 or thetooveys@gmail.com 

mailto:thetooveys@gmail.com
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Over the farm gate 

Monday the 6th July was the day I lost my patience and the brand-new combine 

cut its first grain winter barley (variety Flagon) at the far end of Butt lane.  The 

technology on board soon came into its own and adjusted all the various settings 

to give the required quality of grain at the maximum speed and the minimum of 

wastage, all monitored by on board cameras.  The yield was probably better than I 

expected, but worse than I had hoped for. The quality was excellent, and all 508 

tons have been shipped to Simpsons 

maltings, ready to be made into Adnams 

Broadside. 

Whilst there was only 2 days’ work to 

harvest the winter barley, this was 

interrupted by some bad weather.  The 

stubble has now been sown with a mixture of 

mustard and buckwheat to try and prevent 

any nutrient leaching and to give some cover 

for the hares to hide in.  The rest of harvest 

has since carried on at a pace! 

Peas have been harvested and combined nice and quickly, largely due to the poor 

yield.   I planted 0.3tons per hectare (ha) and only harvested 1 ton/ha meaning this 

crop will lose money and decisions will have to be made as to its future on the 

farm.   We do need a break crop (just like the old Norfolk four course rotation), 

but certainly one that will, at the very least, cover the cost of production – It’s 

possible (but not likely) that we won’t grow a crop at all and simply fallow a few 

fields. 

Of the cereal crops, the Spring Barley has suffered the most from the weather; too 

wet at drilling time and subsequently too dry at grain fill.   Then just to compound 

matters, the July rains were enough to revive some of the partially dead stalks, so 

now we have a crop at two different stages of ripening causing some problems for 

storage in the barn. 

Winter wheat started badly and got better and better, with the final crops yielding 

a smidge more than our 5 year average.   Don’t ask me why, there is no link to 

anything different except probably a shower of rain here or there.   As ever, 

everything in farming hinges on the weather. 

A camera crew, drone pilot and portrait photographer created a slight diversion for 

a day, when they descended on our wheat field to make a promotional video for 

Claas the manufacturers of our new combine.   Being filmed from all angles with 

a semi lockdown haircut could make for an interesting video and with no editorial 

input I await with interest for it to hit the national farming social media and press. 
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The sugar beet this year is the first crop to be grown without the neonicitinoid 

seed treatment and despite having three nasty insecticides on now has an aphid 

borne virus not seen for 25 years and will decrease yield by about 20% I estimate. 

To try and encourage more beneficial (i.e. predator) insects into the crop to eat the 

aphids we planted strips of flowers at strategic places in the field.   All this has 

done however is look pretty, so time to think again. 

Preparing the fields for next year’s crops has already started and sowing will 

commence around the end of September when the whole cycle starts again. 

Chris Ascroft. Wilbraham Farms 

 

The St Nicholas Great Wilbraham Trust  

Since my last quarterly report in May, we all remain in an uncertain and new 

“Pandemic World”.   This continues to hold back any further social fund raising 

events, which have all now been cancelled until further notice. 

As at 31 July 2020, the Trust’s Capital Legacy Fund was holding stocks & shares 

& cash to the value of over £155,000 (even after allowing for the recent “crash”), 

and we continue to carefully review how best to safely maximise the 

income/dividends received (around £8,000 pa pre-Covid) from the “protected” 

capital, during these uncertain times and into the future.   Over the past quarter 

£784.12 of dividend income was received, considerably down on the previous 

year’s quarter when it amounted to £2,491.78.  

Meanwhile, we continue to be very thankful to those who are making regular 

contributions to the fund via banker’s standing orders, which currently now 

produce in excess of £2,000 pa (including the Gift Aid Tax Refund, if you are a 

taxpayer). 

The cash balance in the current account as at 31 July was £14,298, all of which 

has been earmarked for a new all electric central heating system for our church 

(cost approx. £50,000), that has been researched & approved by the PCC, and is 

now awaiting final approval from the Diocese, and of course the receipt of further 

funding. 

For further information on how to contribute most efficiently to the Trust’s 

Capital Legacy Fund, please contact our treasurer, Tony Ryan, whose contact 

details may be found on our website https://stnt.gtwilbraham.net/. 

With my best wishes, Graham Clarke, chairman 

10A : (5) sounds like a winter novelist and poet. 
13D : (4)thick skinned politician? 
 

 

https://stnt.gtwilbraham.net/
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CLINIC REOPENING 
 
Following government advice for healthcare professionals, we can now 

provide treatment in the clinic under strict guidelines.  

 

To allow sufficient time between appointments for the maintenance of a 

hygienic clinic environment, we ask anyone wishing to make an 

appointment to contact us by phone, text and/or email rather than via the 

online calendar which is temporarily unavailable.  

We look forward to seeing you, but, for those not yet able to attend the clinic 

in person, our website continues to provide health and wellbeing advice 

including lifestyle articles and videos.    

Essential Health is an innovative complementary therapy practice run by 

Juliette Baysham B.Ost a CNHC registered craniosacral therapist and 

health professional, yoga instructor and nutrition advisor. 

 jbaysham@hotmail.com   07786 067077   01223 881889 

www.juliettebaysham.co.uk 

34 Angle End Great Wilbraham CB21 5JG 

mailto:jbaysham@hotmail.com
http://www.juliettebaysham.co.uk/
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Emerging from Lockdown 

Even as we emerge from the COVID-19 lockdown, it continues to impact our 

daily lives: many of us may feel mentally tired or even "burned out” and our 

general health may be affected.   In this article, we will look at the role played by 

positive thinking and mindfulness in promoting health and preventing illness. 

We may not be able to change the world around us, but we can change the way we 

think about it.   And, if we can develop a positive attitude, we may experience an 

inner sense of peace, self-worth, and happiness.   We can cultivate positive 

attitudes and emotions by engaging in valuable relationships and acknowledging 

the accomplishments of ourselves and others. 

Taking care of ourselves as well as others feeds our sense of self-worth and self-

esteem.   Simply eating well, moving regularly, especially in the fresh air, and 

taking time to rest will build and maintain both our physical and emotional health 

promoting a positive attitude. 

Mindfulness helps us return to and rest in the present moment whilst taking a 

gentle but honest, brave yet compassionate look at our current reality.   Here, we 

can gain the insights we need to move towards a happier and healthier life.  The 

classic image of a seated meditation is only one aspect of mindfulness.   There are 

many practical ideas available for exploring the benefits and simple fun of a 

variety of mindful practices to support both you and your loved ones. 

The range of gentle mindfulness practices from which we can choose offers 

different styles to suit everyone.   Slowly introducing one or two of them to our 

daily routine will gradually unlock the flight or fight stress response that can trap 

us in behaviours where we feel stuck or as if we are running around in circles 

getting nowhere. 

Learning to regard ourselves with kindness and self-compassion can be a 

challenge for many people especially if our “inner critic” seems determined to 

derail us at every opportunity.   Buying, preparing, and eating food mindfully can 

be a simple form of meditation that can provide many of us with a level of insight 

powerful enough to unlock the habits of a lifetime. 

For others a less direct approach may be more appropriate, and a surprisingly wide 

range of mindfulness practices are emerging from the scientific evidence base as 

effective ways to support those with obesity, depression, and other health 

challenges. 

These mindful approaches can support subtle shifts in our awareness, perceptions, 

and intentions to increase a sense of safety and security thereby providing strong 

foundations for increased self-confidence, resilience, and clarity of purpose. 

Try using mindfulness and positive thinking together with the other four Pillars of 

Health (adequate breathing, a balanced diet, moderate exercise, and restful sleep) 
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to unlock your own happiness and share that with everyone around you.   As we 

emerge from the lockdown with some sense of freedom, we can enjoy all that our 

beautiful environment and supportive community has to offer.   Embrace them 

fully and enjoy! 

Juliette Baysham 

 

Bottisham Medical Practice Patients’ Group 

Keep on caring:  Message from our local NHS.  By taking care of ourselves and 

each other, fatalities and infection rates in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough have 

continued to fall. However, while lockdown restrictions are gradually being lifted 

– everyone needs to take action to help us all return to a more normal life 

 The Keep Caring campaign outlines the simple things we can all do that have a 

big impact - 

• Caring is keeping your distance - inside or outside 

• Caring is being responsible – staying isolated if you think you’ve got 

symptoms, or been close to someone who has 

• Caring is covering your face – even with no symptoms you might still spread 

the virus 

• Caring is washing your hands - regularly when you enter or leave a new place 

 Please support the campaign by sharing these messages, but most importantly by 

continuing to follow the rules. This way we can control the virus and save lives. 

Dispensary:  Please note the dispensary is open all day 8.30am to 12 noon and 2pm 

to 6pm.  The afternoons are busier than the mornings so you may find the service 

to be quicker if you go earlier in the day.  Where possible please register online so 

that you can order repeat prescriptions which will speed up turnaround time.   

Face Masks: Patients now need to bring their own face masks to wear when they 

come into the surgery as there will no longer be a supply available for patients when 

they attend due to ongoing supply issues.   

Climb: National Health Data Consent Survey 

How do you think health data should be shared and used? 

Health data is information collected in the course of health care provided by the 

NHS or HSC. It is used to provide care, and sometimes also for research to 

improve care for others. However, there are ways of controlling how health data is 

used. 

The University of Cambridge CLIMB team are interested in peoples' views on 

consent and information sharing between NHS services. If you are interested in 

taking part in their anonymous survey then please follow this 
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link https://www.climbproject.org.uk   The survey is voluntary and takes 15-20 

minutes but you can take a break. When asked where did you hear about this 

survey don’t forget to tick ‘from a GP’ and put Bottisham Medical Practice for our 

surgery. 

New Website: The Practice has a new website.  We encourage patients who have 

general queries and have online access to use the new “Contact Us” button on the 

website in order to speed up dealing with queries.  

Cervical Screening: If you receive a letter offering this service please do book an 

appointment to have this done. 

Social Prescriber: The Practice’s Social Prescriber, Chloe, is at the surgery every 

Wednesday to provide support to all patients.   Chloe has been working hard through 

COVID to ensure patients have had the support they need through the last few 

months.  Chloe can assist with such things as money management and accessing 

benefits, mental wellbeing, physical health, social networking and loneliness, 

lifestyle advice, transport issues, weight management and carer support. You can 

self-refer to the Social Prescribing service and further information on how to do this 

can be found on the website.  Alternatively, you can contact reception who will help 

you make your referral. 

Appointments: The Practice are continuing to operate by initial phone and video 

consultation with patients being invited into the practice where face to face 

consultations are appropriate.  The surgery is planning on continuing to operate in 

this way for the time being.  Patients have provided positive feedback regarding 

the phone and video consultations about how convenient it is and the fact they can 

speak with a GP the same day.  Changes to the service have meant that the 

practice are doing an additional 125 consultations per week.         

Flu Clinics: Saturday flu clinics are planned for the 17th and 24th October.  The 

Practice is also planning to do lunchtime clinics between 12 and 2pm throughout 

the winter.  Those eligible for a flu vaccination has been expanded this year due to 

the current pandemic and are awaiting confirmation around this.  All those eligible 

will receive a letter from the practice.  The Practice is encouraging all eligible 

patients to have the flu vaccination.   

Carers: Are you caring for someone?  Does the practice know?  If not make sure 

you contact the practice to let them know in order that they can provide you with 

the help and support you need.   

Next Patient Group Meeting: The Chair is currently exploring ways of doing 

virtual meetings and hope to update soon.   

     Bottisham Patients’ Participation Group 

Website : www.bottishammedicalpractice.nhs.uk 

 

https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.climbproject.org.uk%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7C070d7a9d73e64e204d3c08d8394cc1f4%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637322349121906832&sdata=qZq6zLaCEZxwApqj%2F72XRLWFhW18VHT8mGHwjBo4tF8%3D&reserved=0
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The Farmers’ Market – 8 August 2020 

After three successful years, the Autumn Food and Craft Fair each September is 

established as an annual event in the Wilbrahams calendar then along comes 

Covid 19 and puts paid to any indoor Fair this year.   

It seems that, following the success of the Doorstep Vegetable, Flower and 

Produce Show, Wilbraham people do not take cancellations lying down. 

  

On July 27th it was announced that this year there would be a Farmers’ Market on 

the Recreation Ground on the 2nd Saturday of each month for as long as the 

weather allows.   The stallholders from last September were approached and many 

of them were delighted to come along and contribute to our event. 

The pie stall (The Wildflour Kitchen) were, once again, overrun with buyers and 

had sold out within an hour of opening!   Many villagers have been ordering from 

them during lockdown and enjoying their wares.   Before they sold out they had a 

queue which was threatening the cricket square at its tail.   The Made in the 

Wilbrahams Stall (home bakery and garden fruit and vegetables) was also very 

popular.   Another returner was Radwinter Game who specialise in all things 

gamey – their venison is wonderful. 

Returning after appearing last September was Bell Cottage Lamb and Coffee; this 

time we were treated to fresh cuts from Herdwick lambs raised in Stoke-by-Clare 

– Herdwicks are known for maturing slowly and having an exquisite flavour. 

Cucina di William (Italian speciality foods) last seen at the Italian Evening in 

January, was there and Artisan Cheese who bring specialist English Cheeses 

which can rival anything from France were making their Wilbrahams debut. 

The indefatigable Judy Whybrow had her own stall for jams and marmalade – 

Judy is always on the lookout for fruit which she turns into delicious jam in aid of 

charity.   Thea’s Macaroons were doing a roaring trade with a super selection of 

delicious macarons in the prettiest pastel shades. 
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Also new on the scene were CB21 Cheesecakes from Balsham – definitely good 

for a treat – and Mill Blossom Flowers whose exquisite arrangements came all the 

way from Lode! 

All of the stallholders declared themselves 

delighted with the turnout and most had 

sold out before the scheduled close at 

12:30.   They will all be returning on 

September 12th when more stalls are 

expected as well.   Save yourself a journey 

to go shopping and come to buy fresh 

produce on the Rec!   If you can’t make it 

on the 12th or can’t wait for more, all of 

the stallholders will take orders from Wilbrahams groups via their websites or 

over the phone (see below) 

All of this indulgence was enjoyed by a healthy crowd of hungry villagers whose 

spending raised £283 for Hall funds on a day whose declared object was not to 

raise funds, but to cover costs.   What a result! 

Full list of Stall Holders: 

The Wild Flour Kitchen. https://www.facebook.com/TheWildFlourKitchen/ 

Artisan Cheese. https://www.artisancheese.co.uk/ 

Bell Cottage Lamb & Coffee : 

https://www.instagram.com/bell_cottage_lamb_coffee/  

CB21 Cheesecakes. https://www.facebook.com/CB21CheesecakeCompany/ 

Radwinter Wild Game http://www.radwinterwildgame.com/ 

Mill Blossom Flowers https://www.millblossomflowers.com/about 

Cucina di William https://www.cucinadiwilliam.co.uk/ 

Thea's Macaroons 

Judy's Jams 

Made in the Wilbrahams 

Chris Fell 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TheWildFlourKitchen/
https://www.artisancheese.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/bell_cottage_lamb_coffee/
https://www.facebook.com/CB21CheesecakeCompany/
http://www.radwinterwildgame.com/
https://www.millblossomflowers.com/about
https://www.cucinadiwilliam.co.uk/
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NEED A NEW FENCE? 
 

•  Reliable local company. 

•  Established 2007. 

•  Over 1000 local installations. 

•  Choice of colours & sizes. 

•  NEVER PAINT A FENCE AGAIN. 

•  Withstands gusts up to 130mph. 

•  Fitted with a 25-year guarantee. 

•  Numerous local installations &  

        testimonials available. 
 

For a FREE no obligation, site 

survey and quote: 
 

Call us now on 01223 811160 

www.colourfencecambs.co.uk 

 

 
 

 

http://www.colourfencecambs.co.uk/
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Go gently my friend… 

If you can’t name the days 

Please don’t feel too dismayed 

It’s just a reflection 

Of current directions  

If ‘mañana’ wins out 

In all chanced mental bouts 

Please don’t beat yourself up 

It’s purely current luck  

 

If what matters the most 

Seems more like a vague ghost 

All else may seem fruitless 

Judge not, yourself useless 

Nor muse on the reason 

It’s part of the season 

Go gently upon you 

It’s the best thing to do 

 

If life seems a tough call 

And not much can enthrall 

Peace might be elusive 

This isn’t exclusive  

Cos dying is frightening 

And little’s enlightening 

Risks must be reassessed 

When options manifest 

 

 

And we may all be different  

Each choice significant 

With no obligation 

Nor much expectation  

If ‘outside’ causes stress 

Foreign landscapes at best 

Please don’t expect too much 

It’s just lockdown’s harsh touch 

 

If saying ‘I love you’ 

Erupts without preview  

And human connections  

Exceed expectations  

Don’t be muchly surprised  

We’re all ‘social’ inside 

When it’s riven away 

We go somewhat astray 

 

All these things will come right 

Given time and hindsight 

Each disparity passed  

To concordance at last..  

Quite when this will occur 

Is less plain to infer 

But of this I am sure.. 

Just don’t ask me much more xx 

Karen Redman 
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NECAP not knee-cap 

‘I must get down to the NECAP, I really must.   It will take some time’ so I was 

told over the phone recently by a parish councillor from one of the villages in this 

Ward.   Anyone listening in would have wondered what on earth was going on – 

probably hearing NECAP as ‘knee cap’. 

I know that the incidence of successful knee operations is growing – and is 

sometimes a topic of lively conversation in the Wilbrahams and Six Mile Bottom 

– but ‘getting down to it’, well ... ? 

In the role of district councillor, and indeed in that of parish councillor, one just 

becomes so used to acronyms.   NECAP refers, in fact, to the North East 

Cambridge Action Plan, and is all about the proposal to develop the large area 

around Cambridge North Station, the fringe of the Science Park.  

Even as I write, there are announcements concerning major changes in the 

planning landscape – new rules to make it quicker and easier for large 

developments to happen, new rules to make it easier and quicker for householders 

to add on extensions above and to the sides of their properties, opportunities to 

turn shops into dwellings etc.   And with these proposed new rules the 

development of brownfield sites marked as to be agreed more easily. 

North East Cambridge is the last major brownfield site in the area.   It has been 

put up for development in the past but not taken forward.   The general outlines of 

development there do now form part of the current Local Plan for greater 

Cambridge, a whole-area plan first devised some years ago but approved by the 

national inspectorate only in the middle of 2018. 

At the heart of NECAP is the regeneration of a large area (160 h.acres), much of 

which is hidden from public view at present and can appear to be rather neglected. 

In fact it is home to bus and council depots, to a waste depot and to light industrial 

units; and closer to the rail station one can now see a large hotel and the 

beginnings of new office buildings, along with landscaped areas.   What one 

cannot see, and only now on a rare occasion perhaps smell, is Anglian Water’s 

Water Treatment Plant (WTP).    This sits alongside the A14 and takes up the 

greater part of the North East Cambridge site.  

The full realisation of the NEC’s potential is dependent on the WTP’s moving; 

and the three-year process, run by Anglian Water, on the possible choice of a new 

location has begun.   This is by no means an easy process nor, certainly, by any 

means an easy decision for the area.   It is so significant that the final say rests 

with the Secretary of State. 

The public consultation on this stage of the decision runs to 14th September.   The 

consultation document gives details of the three proposed sites.   In rough 

geographic terms, Honey Hill, site 3, is between Fen Ditton and Horningsea; site 2 
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is west of Milton; site 1 is between Milton and Histon.   Here is the link to the 

consultation for you to have a say; https://cwwtpr.com 

The move of the WTP form its current site would open up this area to provide ca. 

8,000 homes.   It would also provide space for recreation and cultural pursuits, 

open green spaces as well as sports areas, office and light industrial space, easier 

access to bus and rail transport, the predominance of walking, cycling and public 

transport over the car; and new links between areas north and south of the A14. 

Sites for innovative, low-carbon development and for high-quality design and 

execution are set very high for the development of North East Cambridge.   There 

will be some high rise buildings and it will have an urban feel to it, but it is hoped, 

a green, lively, connected urban feel.   Those working on the outline plans are 

very committed to creating a clean, sustainable, innovative place to live. 

The area straddles the council boundaries of the city and South Cambs and both 

councils have been working together on this development through their shared 

planning department. 

There is no doubt that the uncertainties of the fallout from Covid 19 and the 

proposals for an overhaul of the planning system will make for some significant 

discussions over this development.   And there is the huge, thorny issue of the 

move of the WTP.  Cambridge, however, remains a place where people want to 

come and work and live, but property prices continue to rise because of the great 

shortage of both housing and land to build on.   If brownfield sites cannot be used 

then pressure to build outside the city boundaries, in the villages nearby, can only 

grow. 

We know that there are already many housing developments in and around 

Cambridge that have been agreed for some years.   We now have North West 

Cambridge, the Addenbrooke’s site, Trumpington Meadows, the sites around the 

airport – Marleigh being built out and another with permission to build just 

granted.   Slightly further out is Bourn Airfield development, Northstowe new 

town, with Waterbeach new town going ahead.  

The difference with North East Cambridge is not just its location in relation to 

transport hubs but also the brownfield nature of the site and the real need and 

opportunity for massive improvement of that area.   Another major difference is 

that central government has provided £193 million in housing infrastructure 

funding as a signal for this to happen. 

I recommend you read more about it and listen into the webinars, then have your 

say.   The deadline for comments is Monday 5th October. 

Here is where to find the detailed information. 

https://consultations.greatercambridgeplanning.org/document/213 

Claire Daunton 

 

https://consultations.greatercambridgeplanning.org/document/213
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The Wilbrahams' Social Club  

Well, as for everyone, things have been a little different at the Club these last few 

months. But we are now open on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, weather and 

guidelines permitting. 

We shut our doors on March 20th after a good couple of days selling off as much 

stock as we could.   We visited weekly to run the taps and flush the loos - we 

didn’t want legionnaires as well as Covid!   Frank and Andrew sanded and stained 

the benches on the patio and Andrew jet washed it, spilling a can of wood stain 

had done nothing for the overall look.   So, on July 4th we were able to open 

again.   First a lot of preparation by the committee to ensure we could adhere to all 

the guidelines.   Christine undertook the Risk Assessment and Andrew sorted the 

social distancing processes.  

It has been great success, helped by 

the weather.   As the patio is out of 

bounds except for buying drinks at 

the door, everyone has been bringing 

chairs and rugs and spread out in 

groups on the rec.   We encourage all 

to follow our procedures, we want 

everyone to keep safe. 

It has been good having Ollie, Chris 

Fell and Alex Goddard helping on 

the bar rota, and soon to join, Chris 

and Jenny Northfield.   We are very pleased to welcome Natalie Bye to the 

committee.   She has taken over sorting the membership, which is now due and 

remains at £5 pa. 

We were sorry that both Hazel and Teresa decided to resign from the committee 

and bar rota.   They have been a massive help with the running of the club, and we 

want to thank them both very much. 

So, if you are able to meet on the rec, have a drink with us, we look forward to 

seeing you. 

The Social Club Committee 

11A : (8)Be brave and get her cross. 
14A : (9) choice of 2, one linked with 18D. 
16A : (10) generally noted for his footwear. 
3D, 20A : (3,6) penny for this individual? 
4D : (4) Dressed in green, first name is same as Batman’s assistant? 
5D : (4) Ring me. 
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The Doorstep Vegetable, Flower and Produce Show 

Saturday 18th July 10 am – 1pm 

When it became clear that we couldn’t hold the Annual Vegetable, Flower and 

Produce Show in the Memorial Hall this year due to the Coronavirus situation, it 

seemed a shame for the day to go by un-noticed, so we decided to have a Doorstep 

Show instead!   We appreciated that during ‘lockdown’ many of you may have 

been busier in your gardens than usual and had more time for baking and craft 

making so this would give you the ideal opportunity to ‘show off’ your wares. 

A flyer was delivered to all households in the Wilbrahams and Six Mile Bottom, 

inviting people to set up a table in their front gardens and with instructions of how 

to take part.   There was no Schedule to follow (so a free rein to display anything 

at all you felt proud of), no entry fee to pay or prize money given but we did want 

to give out the Cups and they were awarded for the Best Exhibits in each section 

(see below) and one for the overall most dynamic table display!   A map of the 

villages was available on the day indicating where the tables could be found. 

There were 44 Doorstep displays altogether in the Wilbrahams a massive thank 

you to all of you who took part and for all the time and hard work it took 

preparing your tables and exhibits … they were truly amazing and provided so 

much enjoyment and inspiration.   The variety of the creative skills and talents 

within the Wilbrahams is tremendous! 

The gloriously sunny Saturday was certainly a bonus and made it even more of a 

joy to walk around the village trails discovering tables covered with all sorts of 

delights…and the occasional scarecrow!   It was really great seeing people 

looking so happy to be ‘out and about’ again after these last few months of 

isolation… chatting and laughing, catching up with old friends and meeting and 

making new ones…the streets were positively buzzing! Such a ‘social’ event even 

with ‘distancing’.   So, very many thanks to everyone who came along to view the 

Doorstep Show and for all the very positive and enthusiastic feedback we have 

had.  

We are extremely grateful to our team of Photographers who roamed the villages 

on the morning of the Show, meticulously taking photos of all the displays and 

exhibits so that they could be judged remotely. . . a huge thank you to Chris Fell, 

Andrew Evans, Dave Humphrey and Paul Lambton.   I expect many of you will 

have seen the amazing photo gallery that Chris Fell kindly put together from all 

the 357 photos they took!   If you haven’t seen them yet, the photos are available 

on this link http://www.chrisfellphotos.com/VegFloPro2020/#. 

There was a brilliant uptake for the ‘Spud in a Bucket’ and the ‘Plug Plant’ 

competitions and it seems people really enjoyed ‘growing and nurturing’ during 

lockdown. . .thank you to those of you who entered, providing such a great array 

of buckets and bright red pelargoniums on the day at the collection point. 

http://www.chrisfellphotos.com/VegFloPro2020/
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As you can imagine, with judging being done by viewing the photos, it was quite 

a challenge to decide which displays should be awarded the Cups.   Each display 

was completely individual and had been put together with such a lot of thought 

and effort, never mind the skills of producing/making the exhibits so it was 

extremely difficult for the judges to single out the best ones overall.  The 

Scarecrows were particularly hard as they were all wonderful. . .thank you to the 

children who entered the competition and for providing lots of fun to passers by!. 

However, I am sure all of you who took part were rewarded with great admiration 

and enthusiasm by everyone who came to look at your display 

CONGRATULATIONS for providing such a spectacular village event. 

The winners of the cups are as follows: 

Stephenson Cup (Fruit and Veg): Roger Rayner  

Brian Fisher Salver (Flowers/foliage/ plants): Peter Wilson 

The Rose Bowl (flower arrangement with one or more roses): 

Patsy Deller 

David Water’s Memorial Cup (Pelargonium Plug Plant 

Competition): Jeremy Davis/Chris Fell 

The Social Club Cup (Home Produce): 

Judy Whybrow 

2012 Jubilee Rose Bowl 

(Arts and crafts): 

Frances Toovey 

Les Potter Cup 

(Photography): Andrew 

Evans 

Thistle Tankard 

(Children’s Arts and 

Crafts): Jasmine Brasnett 

Junior Cup (Scarecrow Competition): Mac 

McFarquhar (‘Speed’ crow) 

Doris Franklin Cup (Best overall table display): 

Sue and Paul Lambton 

(with a special mention for Ellie, Andrew and 

Zoe Evans for their delightful theatrical display 

of the “Teddy Bear’s Picnic “!) 

Please see Chris Fell’s report on the Photography 

Section in this edition of the Warbler, page 19. 

The Spud in a Bucket Competition was won jointly by Elaine Allison and Vivien 

Pryor who both had the heaviest yield by far of 1.1 kgs (2.5 lbs).   When it came 
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to the actual Show, neither of them wanted to give up their buckets as they loved 

growing their spuds so much they wanted to continue! (The variety was a 

‘Shetland Black,’ a dark purple heritage potato from Victorian times which when 

cut in half reveals a pretty purple ring inside.) 

Full coverage with photos can be found on the Wilbrahams’ Web Site. 

As the Doorstep Show seems to have been very popular we could (or might even 

have to, depending on Coronavirus) do it again this way next year.   We would 

love to hear your views and any ideas or suggestions you might have.   For 

example,…We could alternate running it like this with the traditional Show in the 

Hall, if possible? 

We had reports that people enjoyed the freedom of the ‘lack of rules’ and it seems 

to have brought out the creative side of many villagers.   Is this something you 

enjoyed? 

We could think about having separate timings for Great and Little Wilbraham so 

that we could visit each others’ displays more easily? 

We could have a different start time/run it for longer/have a refreshment venue on 

the Rec…perhaps at the Social Club?   

Please contact me with your thoughts! 

I would just like to say an enormous thank you to Emma Adams and Judy 

Whybrow for their hard work and help with organizing the Doorstep Show, to 

Richard Morley for kindly printing the flyers, to Emily and Rob White for their 

design and ‘techno’ support with the flyer, poster and map and to Chris Fell for 

his time, effort and input with the photography side of things and for organising 

the Photography section…truly a team effort! 

(Various donations were very generously given on the day for the Hall funds and 

the playground fence fund . . .. many thanks on behalf of the Hall Committee). 

Rosie White Email rosiewhite77@hotmail.com   

Tel 01223 881293 Mobile 07757982934 

 

Global Warming - Clutching at Straws 

In the Spring edition of the Warbler I remembered the March 1986 bungalow 

explosion in Loscoe.   Caused by methane produced in rubbish tips, the gas had 

migrated from a tip nearby, in an old coal mine, through fissures, to a bungalow 

where it found an oven pilot flame.   An explosion, the result of a chemical 

reaction running out of space.   Not before time it concentrated a few minds on the 

dangers of uncontrolled releases of methane.  

At the same time we were fortunate to have in Cambridge a chemical waste 

transfer station owned and managed by a national waste disposal company.   My 

mailto:rosiewite77@hotmail.com
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main contact there was Denis the Chemist.   I sought and trusted his advice many 

times, and he enjoyed helping.   His responsibility was to ensure that all the 

chemicals delivered into his possession were handled safely and without causing 

pollution.   But sometimes irresponsible idiots risked lives as well as pollutions. 

On one occasion a customer sent Denis to hospital by simply packing a glass 

container of strong acid next to one containing a cyanide salt.   Loose stoppers did 

the rest.   Sometimes cyanide gases can smell faintly of almonds and sometimes 

not. Denis had no warning as he opened the package but thankfully recovered. 

Once, on a family holiday in Dorset, before I had a mobile phone, a BBC radio 

news presenter announced, specifically to me it seemed, that there had been an 

incident at a chemical waste transfer station in Cambridge and two firemen had 

been injured.   I panicked - imagined headlines - “chemical plant explodes - 

rubbish inspector AWOL” - then frantically searched for a public phone box - and 

prayed for better news. 

Part of Denis’s company’s normal business was to receive large quantities, by 

tanker, of liquid waste.   They would bulk up compatible wastes, in huge enclosed 

cylindrical tanks, in preparation for final disposal.   On this particular occasion 

Denis had noticed the temperature of one tank rising slowly but determinedly.   I 

seem to remember that the temperature was approaching 40 degrees Centigrade 

when he decided to call in the fire brigade as a precaution. 

Around the tank was an engineered wall, built to contain any chemical spills. 

Because there were no spills, and therefore no concerns about nasties getting into 

surface water drains, the fire brigade began to spray the tank as soon as they 

arrived.   This worked fairly quickly and the tank temperature stabilised. Denis 

told the fire officer in charge that everything was under control, but the officer 

decided to keep the hoses running until the containment structure was completely 

full - which breached the wall.   The two hospitalisations were the result of one 

fireman tripping over a hosepipe and the other an injury caused by the collapsing 

wall.   But the reaction had been halted - if only global warming could be reversed 

by spraying water.  

Our atmosphere is seemingly unconfined if we rely on our eyes only, and 

seemingly unpolluted if we fill our lungs here in the countryside.   In reality the 

vast majority of gaseous chemicals we release, by our activities, are held by 

gravity to within a few miles of solid Earth (say a tootle from Cambridge to Ely) 

and the rise in temperature caused by mankind’s never-ending carelessness is 

undeniable and continuing.   We don't have enough firemen. 

So we clutch at straws.   A recent collective reaction to Covid19 is to suggest that 

the problem of global warming might be solved by comparable actions.   But the 

most obvious comparable feature is that the risks associated with both Global 

Warming and Pandemics have been warned against for many years by the science 

community; and the risks have been ignored by policy makers including 
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politicians at all levels, and those in positions to influence.   On March 3rd 2020 

our leader, broadcasting to the nation, gleefully told us he was shaking hands with 

everyone he could - on the same day Government scientists stressed the absolute 

importance of the no handshakes message.  

There have been glaring exceptions to this blissful ignorance of the science.   On 

November 8th 1989 Margaret Thatcher gave a keynote speech to the United 

Nations (UN) General Assembly (Global Environment).   In her introduction she 

said “of all the challenges faced by the world community in those four years 

(since she had last given a speech at the UN), one has grown clearer than any 

other in both urgency and importance—I refer to the threat to our global 

environment.” Urgency and importance!   Take a look around. 

When “lockdown” came into force a shielding friend would take her daily 

exercise in Cambridge before the rest of us even dreamed of waking up.   The 

streets were clean, the parks litter free, she occasionally saw a Council litter 

picker.   And as soon as we were unlocked, on her early morning walk on July 5th, 

she saw as many as 15 litter pickers and 3 trucks, even with limited activity in 

town.   Council litter pickers were at work again with their black plastic bags, 

clearing up after the rest of us, like in a bad dream. 

Tony Goryn 
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Lucy Fraser MP 

So many people have helped out others in so many ways during the pandemic. 

They have kept community spirit alive and provided vital practical assistance 

during the darkest days of this lockdown.   I have been so pleased to have had 

several opportunities to meet with many of those who have gone beyond the call 

of duty.   

I visited the Cambridgeshire Volunteer Hub to hear more about the fantastic work 

they did during lockdown – they have provided a valuable lifeline for our most 

vulnerable during the pandemic, getting groceries to the most vulnerable and 

providing advice and support.   I also had a great time catching up with Cheryl 

Wilding who runs the Fordham timebank.   Along with other volunteers I helped 

deliver pen pal letters from schoolchildren to those who were shielding.   The 

scheme has been a great success.  

In Fen Ditton, I met with George and a number of his volunteers.   They regularly 

make cakes for NHS key workers and shielded individuals.   It was great to chat to 

them, deliver the delicious cakes and have an opportunity to try some of them! 

Lockdown has made all of us work and think differently.   In my own office, we 

have had regular teleconferencing calls and I have kept in touch with local 

stakeholders including parish councillors, businesses groups and volunteers using 

Zoom.   My surgeries have also gone virtual!   Technology has been a lifeline in 

keeping us connected but I know that many of us are keen to replace safely 

meeting in person soon.   

Shops and small businesses are re-opening and during visits to Ely it was 

reassuring to see the measures that people are taking to safely social distance, 

protecting their employees and customers.   These include perspex screens, masks, 

sanitising stations and one-way systems.   Customers are returning to shop in 

person and I encourage you to do the same to help support our businesses, both 

big and small.  

The Government is now focussing efforts on maintaining jobs and strengthening 

the economy as we come out of lockdown.  

They have pledged a £160 bn support package and are committed to helping keep 

people in work, ensure young people get jobs and bring back people into sectors 

hit hard by the virus.   Some measures include cutting VAT for tourism and 

hospitality businesses, the Eat Out to Help Out scheme as well as a reduction in 

stamp duty.   These measures will help to get us back on track.   

 By following the Government’s advice of keeping hands clean, wearing a mask in 

public spaces and adhering to social distancing we can help to play our part in 

preventing a second wave.   I hope you have a good summer and as ever, if I can 

provide any support please email me on lucy.frazer.mp@parliament.uk.   

mailto:lucy.frazer.mp@parliament.uk
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Food for our Future 

Did you know the average household in South 

Cambridgeshire throws away around 2kg of 

food waste each week that could be avoided? 

Shockingly the vast majority of it, 88%, is 

ending up in the black landfill bin instead of 

being composted via the green bin.  

This is food that definitely could have been 

eaten if it had been used up in time. 

That is effectively throwing money in the bin! The edible food wasted across the 

UK amounts to £700 for an average family with children.  

South Cambridgeshire District Council and Cambridge Sustainable Food are 

teaming up to challenge communities in South Cambridgeshire to reduce their 

carbon footprint by shrinking their food waste which shrinks the carbon emissions 

produced and the impact that waste is having on the planet.  

How to take part... 

The campaign launches on Saturday 24th October with the Food for our Future 

challenge starting on Monday 26th October. 

How does it work? 

Participants will weigh their kitchen food waste over 3 days, composting caddies 

can be provided to households if needed. 

Over 4 weeks there will be online cookery demos from top local chefs, including 

their favourite recipes and tips for reducing food waste, as well as talks, 

storytelling and other exciting activities to support you in reducing your food 

waste. 

In the final week we ask participants to weigh their kitchen waste again to 

calculate their carbon emissions saving. 

We will support you during the challenge with regular emails and links to the 

various events as well as forms to help in weighing your kitchen food waste. 

We will keep our website updated with news of the campaign throughout October. 

www.cambridgesustainablefood.org or email bea@cambridgesustainablefood.org 

Bea Brown. cambridgefood.bea@gmail.com  07909 966800 

20A : SEE 3D 
1D : (9)Politician, sounds like being sick after chapel or similar. 
12D : (6) Sounds like a woody lady. 
 
 

 

http://www.cambridgesustainablefood.org/
mailto:bea@cambridgesustainablefood.org
mailto:cambridgefood.bea@gmail.com
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Secure Container Storage 
10ft and 20ft 

 
 

Ideal for Business storage 
Conveniently located in Bottisham 

Call 07841 930065 
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 Wilbraham’s Community Choir 

Sadly, due to COVID19 restrictions the Wilbraham’s Community Choir is still 

temporarily suspended.   However, the choir remains active virtually with 

approximately 20 members attending online via a Zoom meeting at 8.05pm on 

Thursday evenings.   Every week Gill Humphrey (our Choir Director) emails 

members with music to sing in our own homes, alongside backing tracks.   It’s 

still plenty of fun!   Over this time we have enjoyed singing a wide range music 

including classical pieces (e.g. Cantique de Jean Racine by Fauré), arrangements 

of songs from musicals (e.g One Day More from Les Miserables) and pop tunes 

(e.g California Dreamin’, Sunny Afternoon, Sound of Silence).   Aside from 

singing choir members have been active in creating and sharing poetry, otherwise 

known as ‘Coronaverse’. Some short examples are featured below. 

Here is some recent feedback from our members: 

“Choir - It's not just about the singing.   Although uplifting to sing every week 

with a backing track, it's really been about the community; the opportunity to 

share weekly updates - who is making jam, who is ordering flour or pies; which 

gardening plants are available this week; and not forgetting the talented generators 

of  'Coronaverse' poetry circulated via email.” 

“The Wilbraham's Community Choir has helped to keep spirits up throughout the 

lockdown.” 

“It was much more about the community than the choir in lockdown, which has 

made it so special” 

“Our choir did recently zoom. 

On our screens there wasn’t much room. 

We then made the case 

To sing face to face 

When once in the Hall we resume.” 

“Don’t get a case of the ‘glooms’.  remember that choir still Zooms..!!” 

Behind the scenes, at the time of writing, we are waiting to hear back from our 

application to the Wadlow Wind Farm Fund for money to purchase a small 

portable keyboard and amplifier, which will enable us to sing more easily at 

events away from our rehearsal base, in the Memorial Hall, Great Wilbraham.  We 

are also developing our website. 

We hope to get back to normal choir practice when it is safe to do so and set a 

fresh date for our annual concert, which sadly this year had to be cancelled.   In 

the meantime, we have the online sessions, which are open to all.   Singing has 

very positive benefits to mental health and can be enjoyed by everyone of all ages, 
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experience and ability.   If reading this, you or anyone else are thinking you would 

be interested in attending our online choir sessions and enjoy some singing in the 

privacy of your own home, then please get in touch!   If you are not certain about 

the technology side of things, then we can try and help you.  

The invitation is open to anyone and extends outside the Wilbrahams.   Quoting 

one of our members, “You don’t have to "unmute yourself”, so why not join us for 

weekly chat and fun?”  

My contact details are:  Vanessa at vanessajnichols@gmail.com or 07876363707.  

Stay Safe and Keep Singing! 

Vanessa Nichols 

 

The Carpenters Arms 

Construction of the adjacent 

manager’s house was halted 

during May, due to the general 

unavailability of building 

materials during Covid 

lockdown.  However, 

construction recommenced in 

August in the expectation that 

supply chains will steadily 

improve.  

Work on the construction of the new extension to the original pub building is still 

unable to start, as it is awaiting approval by the Planning Department of drawings 

agreeing details releasing the owner from the eleven conditions imposed when 

planning approval was granted in December 2019. Such approval was a condition 

precedent to work commencing on the pub. 

As a start date for work on the pub is still unknown, it is unlikely that the pub will 

be ready for opening until early next year, 2021.  

Penned with information supplied by the Big Brown Dog Co Ltd 

Allan Painter 

21A : (4)full steam ahead, this inventor has become an energetic unit. 
22A : (11)Sounds like a warlike gesture for this prolific playwright. 
6D :  (7)scientist in an attractive field. 
9D : (11) dark in storm, this lady used a lamp. 
8A : (5) use an aid to find this lady. 
15D : (4) Captain in the kitchen? 

 

mailto:vanessajnichols@gmail.com
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BRITS - FAMOUS/WELL KNOWN 
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John Bramwell 

All answers are Brits.   A selection of clues is shown below, and the remaining 

clues are scattered in the magazine in boxes for you to find.   The solution will be 

put on the website at the end of September. 

2A : (3) Initially cast off everything to become a fast runner. 
4A : (5) Any one of eight. 
5A : (5)mix bun or, know what I mean, ‘Arry? 
7A : (8) Oliver, involved in a civil altercation. 
16D : (4) wrench the church away to get the architect. 
17D : (5) explorer seeking pole position. 
18D : (5) sailor, supposedly good at bowls.  
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List of Advertisers 

Advertiser      Page 

Chapel Dental        34 

ColourFence Cambridge     44 

David Sooty Sadler      12 

Ernest Doe       26 

Essential Health       38 

Fisher Carpets       53 

Fulbourn Feline Services     29 

J & J Drake       34 

Kalma        11 

My Village Handyman      18 

PRE Heating Services      43 

Rothwells       12 

Secure Storage       56 

Tutor        12 

Wheelie Fresh Bins      12 

Wilbraham Boiler Services     32 

Woodland Wishes      56 

 

Disclaimer 

While every care is taken in preparing the content of this magazine, the editors disclaim 

all warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information in any of the 

content. It also (to the extent permitted by law) shall not be liable for any losses or 

damages arising from the use of, or reliance on, the information in the form of articles, 

letters or adverts within the magazine. The adverts are provided for convenience only. 

We do not sponsor, endorse or otherwise approve of any information or statements 

appearing in the magazine. The editors are not responsible for the availability of, or the 

content located on or through, any advert. 

 

 

Advertise in the Wilbrahams’ Warbler 
4 issues per year : March June September December 

Over 500 copies distributed to 

Great Wilbraham, Little Wilbraham and Six Mile Bottom 

Rates per issue 

Full page £43.00, Half page £27.00, Quarter page £16.00 
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Community Group Contact Details 

Great Wilbraham Common Rights                 Steve Bartlett 881096 

       stephen.bartlett@mindworks.ltd.uk 

Great Wilbraham Guild of Change Ringers   Peter Sims 

       ptrs28@googlemail.com 

Great Wilbraham Primary School        Office: 880408 

Great Wilbraham Oil Syndicate         Chris Gurney 

       chris.gurney@tylers.net 

Little Wilbraham Oil Syndicate         Sue Lee, lwoilgroup@gmail.com 

GW Primary School PTFA Eleanor Laws 

eleanorlws@gmail.com 

Six Mile Bottom Sports & Social Club G. Wood, geoffwdy@aol.com 

Volunteer Group          Pat Simpson pas49@cam.ac.uk  

Weenie Warblers Mother & Toddler Group   Sarah Fordham, 880698 

The Well-brahams          www.thewell-brahams.weebly.com 

            well.brahams@gmail.com 

Wilbrahams’ Bridge Club         Di Raikes, 881065 

Wibrahams’ Community Choir         Gill Humphrey 811436 

Wilbraham’ Gardening Club         Jackie Beadsmoore, 880889 

Wilbrahams’ Memorial Hall         Shirley Morley, 880723 

Wilbrahams’ Scrabble          The Harmers, 880934 

Wilbrahams’ Sports Club         Roddy Tippen 880728 

Wilbrahams’ Warbler Editors 
John Bramwell 

83 High Street, Little Wilbraham, Cambridge CB21 5JY; 01223812426 

Martin A. Gienke 

Iceni Cottage, 46 Church Street, Great Wilbraham, Cambridge CB21 5JQ; 01223882426 

John Torode 

7 High Street, Little Wilbraham, Cambridge CB21 5JY; 01223812059; 07886103132 

Deadline for the Winter edition of the Warbler is 

Monday 16 November 2020 
Email contributions or adverts to; 

bramwell@globalnet.co.uk 

martin@gienke.net  

johnboy_torode@hotmail.com> 

Hand-written or typed contributions can be handed in or posted to the editors. 

mailto:stephen.bartlett@mindworks.ltd.uk
mailto:ptrs28@googlemail.com
mailto:chris.gurney@tylers.net
mailto:lwoilgroup@gmail.com
mailto:eleanorlws@gmail.com
mailto:geoffwdy@aol.com
mailto:pas49@cam.ac.uk
http://www.thewell-brahams.weebly.com/
mailto:%09%09%09%09%09%20%20%20%20%20%20%20well.brahams@gmail.com
mailto:bramwell@globalnet.co.uk
mailto:martin@gienke.net
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Bus Service 18 

Tuesday & Friday 

Lt. Wilbraham 
to 

Newmarket 

Newmarket 
to 

Lt. Wilbraham 

Little Wilbraham, Manor Close 09.30 14.30 

Great Wilbraham, Church St. 09.35 14.25 

Fulbourn, Six Bells 09.40 14.20 

Fulbourn, Bakers Arms 09.45 14.15 

Teversham, Ferndale 09.47 14.13 

Teversham, Marshall’s Close 09.50 14.10 

Newmarket Road, Park & Ride 09.55 14.05 

Newmarket Road, Park & Ride 10.00 14.00 

Teversham, Marshall’s Close 10.05 13.55 

Teversham, Ferndale 10.08 13.52 

Fulbourn, Bakers Arms 10.10 13.50 

Fulbourn, Six Bells 10.15 13.45 

Great Wilbraham, Church St. 10.20 13.40 

Little Wilbraham, Manor Close 10.25 13.35 

Six Mile Bottom, Tree Tops 10.30 13.30 

Newmarket, Guineas Bus Station 10.45 13.15 

 

The Wilbrahams 

Cambridge 

(via Park and Ride) 

 
Monday- 

Friday 

 
Saturday 

Six Mile Bottom, London Road 06.58 07.58 

Little Wilbraham, Manor Close 07.04 08.04 

Great Wilbraham, Carpenters 
Arms 

07.08 08.08 

Cambridge Drummer Street D2 07.42 08.42 

   

Cambridge Drummer Street D1 17.39 17.39 

Great Wilbraham, Carpenters 
Arms 

18,13 18.13 

Little Wilbraham, Manor Close 18.17 18.17 

Six Mile Bottom, London Road 18.23 18.23 

 

Printed by Burwell Community Print Centre 
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Cricket : Page 24 

Swifts : Page 35 

The Farmers’ Market : Page 42 

And Back Cover 
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